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Instructions for teachers and facilitators 

 As we all are very well aware about the fact that owing to the outbreak of Covid-19 
virus and pandemic, the schools were formally almost closed during the last two academic 
year and the actual classroom teaching and learning could not take place. In the current 
academic year, however, schools will restart regularly. During the last academic year, various 
efforts had been made by the state government to impart education to the students through 
both online and offline modes. 
As a part of this, the Revised Bridge Course was prepared by the State Council of 
Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune with the dual objective of revision of 
students’ study and the pre-preparation of student to undergo the syllabus for the new 
academic year. It has been decided to give the available bridge course to the students in a 
restructured form before the start of the academic year 2022-23. 
The following are the detailed instructions for teachers and facilitators in this regard. 
1. The bridge course in the restructured format has a total duration of 30 days.  
2. Restructured Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) is based on previous syllabus and is a link 
between previous syllabus and current syllabus. 
3. Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) has been prepared in a reorganized form, class wise. It deals 
with the learning outcomes and basic competencies prescribed in the previous class textbook 
and based on the components of the textbook. 
4. This restructured and reorganized Bridge Course includes component and sub-component 
wise worksheets. The worksheets have been prepared keeping in view the study findings. 
5. The structure of Bridge Course worksheet in restructured form is as follows 

 
1 - Title of the unit,  
2 - Learning Outcome- Exactly what the student is going to learn. 
3 - Learning Activities / Learning Experience 
4 - The Solved Activities 
5 - Some Examples for Practice, Few questions / activities / exercises to be given to 
see that students understand the concept or not. 



6 - For a better and stronger understanding of the concept Complementary and 
parallel activities  

 
6. This course will be very important for the students to understand exactly what they have 
learned in the previous academic year, to test it and for the students to understand the 
curriculum for the next class. 
7. Teachers and / facilitators should make every student to learn and study this Bridge course 
as per day wise plan. 
8. Pay attention to the fact that the student will solve each task in a given worksheet on his / 
her own, help the students wherever necessary. 
9. Research Department, SCERT, Maharashtra, Pune will be conducting Pre and Post test for 
the said Bridge Course.  
 

 

 Best wishes to all the children for the successful completion of this Bridge Course! 

  

Instructions for Students 

           Dear students, due to pandemic, for the last two academic years you continued 

your learning and education through online and in various digital modes. This 

Revised Bridge Course has been prepared for you with the objective of reviewing the 

previous year's syllabus at the beginning of the present academic year and helping 

you to prepare for the current year's syllabus. 

 

1. The bridge course lasts for a total of 30 days.  

2. The bridge course will help you to understand exactly what you have learned in the 

previous academic year and to understand the important concepts of the syllabus for 

the next class. 

3. This bridge course should be studied on a day-to-day basis. 

4. It consists of day-to-day worksheets. You are expected to solve the worksheet on 

your own as per the given plan. 

5. Seek the help of a teacher, parent or siblings wherever required for solving the 

worksheet. 

6. Seek the help of teachers, parents or siblings to understand the part that is not 

understood or seems difficult. 

  

 Best wishes to you all for the successful completion of this Bridge Course! 



Index 

Day Name of Activity LO’s Code no. 

1 Songs of Happiness 06.17.01/ 07.17.01 
06.17.01/07.17.10 

2 Fun and Games with Tara and Friends 06.17.03/07.17.02 / 07.17.07 

3 1.2.2-Fun and Games with Tara 06.17.12/ 07.17.15 / 06.17.16 

4 Uses of Instructions 06.17.20/07.17.25 

5 Parts of speech 06.17.31/07.17.53 

6 The Lion, the Man and the Statue 06.17.04/07.17.09 

7 Story telling 06.17.01/ 06.17.10, 06.17.11/06.17.06 

8 1.3-7-The wild Boar and the Fox 06.17.15/ 07.17.16/06.17.17 

9 I can write a Letter. 06.17.21/07.17.36/07.17.45 

10 Regular plural forms 06.17.33 

11 An Invisible Bench 06.17.04/07.17.02 

12 1.6 Grandpa Tells a story 
Activity – Interview your friends 

06.17.08/07.17.13/07.17.42 

13 1.6.3-20-Grandpa’s Story-Tit for Tat 06.17.14/ 07.17.17/06.17.28 

14 Comprehension 06.17.22/07.17.24/07.17.26 

15 Types of sentences 06.17.36/07.17.53 

16 Time 06.17.01/ 07.17.01,06.17.05/07.17.10 

17 Story telling (The Nightingale and the 
Nobleman) 

06.17.26/07.17.10 

18 2.5-42-The Man who thinks he can 06.17.12/ 07.17.13 / 06.17.25 

19 I like my writing 06.17.18/07.17.39 

20 The past, the present and the future 06.17.34/07.17.70 

21 The Nightingale and The Nobleman 06.17.01/ 07.17.04 
06.17.10/07.17.05 

22 Polite Expression 06.17.08/07.17.13/07.17.42 

23 3.3-63- Eco-friendly Celebrations 06.17.17/ 07.17.25 

24 I can write a letter perfectly. 06.17.21/07.17.36/07.17.41 

25 Word Formation process 06.17.35 

26 Fantastic Shop 06.17.02/07.17.05 

27 HOT SEAT (Describing words) 06.17.03/ 07.17.10, 06.17.06/07.17.20 



28 4.2-83-Molai’s Kathoni 06.17.12/ 06.17.17,06.17.25/07.17.28 

29 My favourite task. 06.17.18/07.17.39 

30 Translate simple and short texts. (Toss 
the ball-Activity) 

06.17.29/07.17.65 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Activity No.1         Day: - 1 

1. Title:- 

Songs of Happiness 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.01 Understands and enjoys simple songs, poems, stories etc. 

skits, plays 

07.17.01 Listens attentively in the classroom. Responds to different kinds of instructions, 
requests 

06.17.05 Recites and shares familiar songs, poems effectively. 

07.17.10 Participates in different activities in English such as role play, poetry recitation, skit, 
drama, speech, quiz etc. organized by school and other such organisations. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

 Teacher recites the song with action. [Std 6 Poem 1.1] [video link of the song] 
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312526596736811008241016?referrer=utm_source
%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_313272684801957888157
69 
 Student listens to the song and recite with action after teacher ,then individually or 
with teacher.  

 Teacher will show how to replace the words and sing. 
Students will replace the action words of their choice and recite it again confidently. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Sing the song again using other actions like- Sing a song, Dance around, 
Nod your head, 
Wave your hands. 
Demo – When you are happy 
And you know it, 
Sing a song. 
When you are happy 
And you know it, 
Sing a song. 
When you are happy 
And you know it, 
And you really want to show it, 
When you are happy 



And you know it, 
Sing a song. 

5. Practice:- 

Teacher will say action word and student will do that action. 
For example- Teacher: Simon says run 
Student has to do action of running. 
Teacher: Simon says dance 
Student has to do action of dancing. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Search more online action songs and recite them with action. 

 

Activity No. 2         Day:- 2 

1. Title:- 

Fun and Games with Tara and Friends 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.03 Understand English spoken in the surroundings. 

07.17.02 Responds to different kinds of instructions,requests and directions in varied    
context. 

07.17.07 Responds to oral messages, questions, enquiries etc appropriately.  

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

Teacher asks 4 different students to read each of the four questions. 

Teacher then asks 4 other students the questions. 

Teacher asks a peer to say whether the answer given is right. If not, teacher asks the peer to 
give the correct answer. 

Teacher asks the whole class if the answer given is right. 

In this manner, the teacher gives 12 pupils the chance to speak individually and the class to 
speak in chorus. 
 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Teacher asks the following questions. Teacher puts up smileys for the four words 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 The teacher gives an example of the answer to the class, the students will understand 
the sentence format. 

When do you feel happy? I feel happy when I dance in the rain. 
When do you feel sad?  I feel sad when someone is sick. 
When do you feel angry?  I feel angry when someone calls me fat. 
When do you feel scared?  I feel scared when I’m alone in the dark. 
 

Teacher puts up all four example model answers on the blackboard or on-screen sharing. 

5. Practice:- 

I feel happy when __________________  

(sing / dance / play / watch tv / have ice cream / go to school) 

The learners will read the given statement and complete it with the given words.   

Eg1: I feel happy when I sing. 

 Teacher asks individual students to stand up and read aloud the complete sentence.  
 Teacher encourages maximum students to participate in the speaking task. 
 Teacher puts up the sentences on the black board. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

The teacher points out at the pictures. 

 

Teacher encourages the learners to express their emotions and add to the sentence stating 
WHY 

E.g.: I get angry when someone calls me fat because I feel insulted. 

E.g.: I feel happy when I dance in the rain because I enjoy getting wet in the rain. 

E.g.: I am scared when I’m alone in the dark because I’m afraid of ghosts. 

 



Activity No. 3         Day:- 3 

1. Title:- 

1.2.2-Fun and Games with Tara 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.12-Reads aloud using proper pause, pace and volume. 
06.17.15- Reads silently with comprehension.   
06.17.16 -Reads to seek information from notice board, charts, tables and other graphic 
presentation. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

Read the chart and frame as many sentences as you can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example: -I am smiling. I am reading. 

5. Practice:- 

Read the chart and frame as many sentences as you can. Read aloud the sentences that you 
have framed 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

 Tell the students to add more meaningful words in both the columns and frame the 
sentences. You may add was/ were instead of am/is/ are in the chart. 

 



Activity No. 4          Day:- 4 

1. Title:- 

Uses of Instructions. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

 6.17.20 Frames a set of instruction and question. 

6.17.25 Follows simple, written instructions in a step by step manner. 

 

 

 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

 

 

 

 

No Questions  Instruction 

1 Q1. When do you feel  happy ? A I am 12 years old 

2 Q.2 How many Marbles  does Ajay have? B I wag my tail when I am happy  

3 Q.3 where do you live?   C I have 100 Rs 

4 Q4. Whose book is this? D Palghar is 50 KM  from Thane 

5 Q.5 How old are you ? E Ajay has ten Marbles 

6 Q..6 Who has a library ? F Ajay took his pencil and broke it. 

7 Q.7 How Far is Palghar from Thane? G I live at Karjat 

8 Q.8 What do you do when you feel 
happy? 

H This is Ajays book 

9 Q.9How much money do you have?   I school  has library 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 



For e.g., Answer1. When do feel happy?  

(J) I feel happy when I play with paddy. 

5. Practice:- 

Try to frame new Wh types of questions and answer. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

1. Make new question using these words.  

2. https://youtu.be/Y5m4a_8PnjY 

 

 

Activity No. 5         Day: - 5 

1. Title: - 

Parts of speech 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

 6.17.31 Identifies the main parts of speech. 

6.17.53 Uses appropriate grammatically forms in communication (for example – noun, 
pronoun, verb, determiners, time and tense) 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

      Write all these words in notebook. 

1) Make a column according to parts of speech. e.g., Noun, Pronoun, etc. 

2) Write these words in column they belong to. 

Words 

 



4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - e.g. 

5. Practice: - 

       Make a list of different words of parts of speech with more examples. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

      Add other words to above list given in activity. 

 

Activity No.6         Day:-6 

1. Title:- 

The Lion, the Man and the Statue. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.04 Responds to announcements and instructions made in the class, school assembly 
and in familiar situations. 

07.17.09 Carries out a complex /long process with the help of oral instructions. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

DIKSHA Video/ E-content QR code: 
https://youtu.be/HN4_k8uMagM 

Teacher will play the video and ask the students to observe. 
Teacher will take practice of sentences. 
Students will follow the instructions and respond on it. 

Monday She work Into Her Above Hallow As well as 
I brilliant To Girl Often Drink Book so that 

Beautiful Mumbai We everywhere Long They Bravo call 

Run from wonderful with City Yipee Clean his 

Luckily study Mango You Over Little Hurrah between 

He her Clearly clever Play River Watch beside 

On loudly Hardly_ when them Ouch Under Their Monkey 

Student but Us catch absolutely Alas As—as aloud 

And somewhere As soon as empty Wow Aha Though favourite 

Throw milk everywhere Either--- or Oops Walk Near slowly 

Noun Pronoun Adjective Verb Adverb Preposition Conjunction Interjection 

Monday I Brilliant work often To and Wow 



4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Example: Why do men fear the lion? 
Lion is stronger than any man. That is why men fear the lion. 

5. Practice:- 

Use your imagination to complete the following. 
a) _______. That is why I didn't eat the mangoes. 
b) _______. That is why the farmer beat the camel. 
c) _______. That is why the monkey jumped into the lake. 
d) _______. That is why Nu-Jo visited the earth. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Ask Why type questions to your friend/ family. 

 

Activity No. 7         Day:- 7 

1. Title:- 

Story telling 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

6.17.01 understands, and enjoys the stories. 

6.17.10 Narrates a story.  

6.17.11 Develop presentation skill.  

6.17.06 participates in activities.  

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 
4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Key questions: 
 Do you like to listen stories? 
 Can you tell me the name of girl? 
 With whom did she live? 
 How is Tara? Describe her nature. 
 Can you guess her family members as shown in the picture? 
 What did Tara see one day? 
 Can you tell symptoms of covid? 

 

5. Practice:-Read the following story carefully. 

Tara was thirteen years old girl. She lived with her family in a town. She was a very 
curious girl. She often asked many questions to her family members. They also loved to 
answer her.  Her uncle Sudam was a doctor. He often visited to Tara’s house. 

One day, Tara saw an ambulance in her town. Tara asked her uncle, Dr. Sudam about 
it. Doctor told her; he was a corona patient. 

Tara asked, Uncle, can you give me more information about Corona?  Uncle told her 
that ‘corona virous’ is a virus that can make people ill. It is a new virus that affect most 
people mildly and people get better from it. There are lots of people, all over the world who 
have been impacted by the corona virus. You might have heard about it in the news. 

Tara was extremely excited, for to get further information. She asked, ‘’ What are the 
symptoms of corona virus?”  Uncle, Dr. Sudam replied, “Patients feel hot and have   fever. 



Also, patients   get   continuous dry cough. Patients have   breathing   difficulty; they can’t 
have normal breathing.” 

Doctor told further, “But you can fight it off! Your body had antibodies that can fight 
with virus. You are like a superhero and your body will work hard to get rid of the virus.” 

Tara told her uncle that she understood everything about corona virus. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Develop a story of precautions and solutions of Covid with the given pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity No. 8         Day:-8 

1. Title:- 

1.3-7-The wild Boar and the Fox 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17 .15 Reads silently with comprehension.  
06.17 .16 Reads to seek information from notice board, charts, tables and other graphic 
presentation. 
06.17 .17 Reads in order to obtain information. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

Let's do the following tasks. 
A) Read the lesson- Grade 6, (1.3PN 7 The Wild Boar and the Fox.) 

Answer the following questions. (You may write the answers in your notebook.) 
a) Name two animals in this story. 



b) What was the wild boar doing one day? 
c) How did the fox tease the wild boar? 
d) Why was the wild boar sharpening its tusks? 
e) What does the story tell us? 

B) Look at the following pictures carefully. Read the sentences. Match the sentences 
with the pictures. 

 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example: -                                                                                                                                 
1.A.a -The wild boar and fox are the two animals in the story.  
1.B.- 1_d 

5. Practice:- 

1. Complete question No. 4 on P. No. 8. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Look at any board with English writing around you. (A board at the school/ Samaj Mandir/ 
hospital/ shop/ bus stand /railway station/ etc.) Try to read it. Discuss with your parents / 
teachers /friends about the information that you receive from the boards. 

 

 



Activity No. 9          Day: - 9 

1. Title:- 

I can write a Letter. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):-.   

06.17.21 Writes simple informal letters.  

06.17.45 Writes formal letters and informal communications, SMS, notes, diary, list etc.  

07.17.36 Writes neatly and legibly (portion of letters spaces between words, appropriate 
strokes above and below the base line etc). Uses proper punctuation marks. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

1. Complete the given table.  

Sr. No. Beginning of the letter Ending of the letter 

To your father Respected father/dad Your loving son 

To your mother   

To a friend   

2. Translate the words into your Mother Tongue.  

Uncle-             

Aunt-              

Grandfather-             

Grandmother-           

Cousin-  

3. Types of letters  

a) Formal letter  

b) ………… ………… 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

काका 

काकू 

आजोबा 



आजी 

चुलतभाऊ 

चुलतबहीण 

 

5. Practice:- 

 You have gone to spend a few days with your uncle in a village. Write a letter to your 
father about your stay. You may include the following points.  

Points:- peaceful, restful, hospitable, not noisy, clean, healthy food, healthy environment, 
you feel fresh, swimming, games, describe a routine day.  

XYZ  

Mamta Nagar,  

Shirgaon,  

Ratnagiri.  

10th June,2021  

………. Daddy,  

I hope this letter finds you at home in the best of health  

Today is my second day here. I feel very ………and ………. the people here are generous  

and ………… . 

there is nothing like village life! It isn't noisy at all like the city. Everything is so………. 

Even the food is so…………. I feel quite ...........  

I wake up at 5 and after sometime I have two parathas made by…………. Then we go with  

the other children of the village to the nearby river for …………...We have great fun.  

During the day we play various ………. That’s my daily routine.  

Coming back to you soon. Give my love to ……..  

Your………. son,  

XYZ 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 



Write a letter to your friend inviting him to spend the Diwali vacation with you may use the 
following points.  

1. Reasons for wanting him to come  

2. will be happy in his company.  

3. your program and plan if he comes  

4. free from the pressure of study  

5. request him to come without fail  

 

Activity No. 10          Day: - 10 

1. Title: - 

Regular plural forms. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): -  

  6.17.33: - Uses regular plural forms correctly. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

Singular noun and Plural forms 

         Pic of one 🐈.                                      Many 🐈🐈🐈🐈 

         Pic of 🚗.                                             Many 🚗🚗🚗🚗🚗 

         Pic of  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
02Many                 

         Pic of 👗.                                             Many 👗👗👗👗👗👗👗 

 From the above pic we conclude that one is singular noun and many means it's plural 
form. 

 Read and observe all given singular and plural forms. 
 When singular noun ends with s,sh,ch,x or z add 'es' to make its plural.E.g.bus - 

buses,tax – taxes 
 Most of noun can make plural by adding 's'. E.g. girl – girls 
 If singular noun ends with 'y' and the letter before y is consonant,change ending into 

ies.E.g. Baby – Babies.   Story – Stories 
 Now, Identify the correct plural form and make a circle around it. 

1) Boy - Boys ,. Boyes , Boy 

2) Fish - Fishs ,. Fishys , Fishes 



          3) Fairy - Fair. ,Fairies,Fairys 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

For example -   

1) Boy - Boys,. Boyes , Boy 

2) Fish - Fishs ,. Fishys , Fishes 

5. Practice: - 

Find out the plural forms from your text book story- The Mouse Merchant (pg. no.37,38,39) 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Along with your friend, play this activity. (Find out singular and plural forms from the story -
The lion, the Man and the Statue Pg. 30) 

Activity No. 11         Day:-11 

1. Title:- 

An Invisible Bench 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.04 Responds to announcements and instructions made in the class, school assembly 
and in familiar situations. 

07.17.02 Responds to different kinds of instructions, requests and directions in varied 
contexts.  

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

DIKSHA Video/ E-content QR code: 
https://youtu.be/plh1QitbXYs 

Listen and watch the video carefully. 

Ask the question -' What are you doing?' to your friend/partner/family members. 
Make a video and send to your teacher. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

E.g. What are you doing? 
Ans- I am writing. 

5. Practice:- 



Make 2 groups and take practice of 'What are you doing? 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Make 10 questions using 'What!’ 

 

Activity No. 12          Day:- 12 

1. Title:- 

1.6 Grandpa Tells a story 

Activity – Interview your friends 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

6.17.08 Asks polite questions to seek information.  

7.17.13 Responds to questions and instructions appropriately and politely. 

7.17.42 Asks and responds to questions based on text (from books or other resources) and out 
of curiosity.  

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

Read the following verb forms in the boxes. 

Ask questions to five of your friends in class/family members. 

e.g., A - Can you open the door? 

Clean write complete 

Close answer explain 

Come Put decorate 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

e.g., 1) Can you write this story? 

       2) Could you please answer the questions? 

5. Practice:- 

Look at the table given below make as many as polite request as you can. 



Can 

Could 

Will 

I 

you 

give 

call 

tell 

take 

me 

us 

a pen? 

a story? 

back? 

a cup of tea? 

 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Use other verbs in the above activity and make sentences. Practice with your friends. 

 

Activity No. 13         Day:- 13 

1. Title:- 

1.6.3-20-Grandpa’s Story-Tit for Tat 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.14 Reads children's literature with pleasure.  
06.17 .17 Reads in order to obtain information. 
06.17 .28 Makes notes for personal reference while reading/ listening to a text. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

1. Let’s do the following tasks.  

A) Read the story on Page no 1.6_PN 20_Tit for Tat. Look at the following pictures and 
circle the pictures for the words that are there in the story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
B) Read the following sentences carefully. Arrange them in the order of the incidents 
happening in the story.  

1. The camel took a dip in the river.  
2. The farmer beat the camel up.  



3. They ate the sugarcanes.  
4. The naughty jackal learnt his lesson.  
5. The camel and the jackal started coming back. 
6. The jackal and the camel crossed the river to eat sugarcanes.  

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:-For example: -                                                                                                                                 
A.1.camel 
B.1. The jackal and the camel crossed the river to eat sugarcanes. 

5. Practice:- 

1. Complete question no 4 on page no 21. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: 

1. Read the story with your parents/siblings/teachers/friends etc. taking the role of the camel 
and the jackal. 
2. Watch the story on You tube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CtmF9B4-6 

 

Activity No. 14          Day:- 14 

1. Title:- 

Comprehension 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.22: Writes detailed answers based on informative passages. 

07.17.24: Understands the English text seen in the surroundings.  

07.17.26: Reads simple passages on familiar topics with comprehension.  

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

1. Read the text aloud. 

2. Could men and animals talk to each other in ancient times?  

3. What was the lion proud of?  

4. What was the man proud of?  

5. How can one say that men are more intelligent than the lion?  

6. Where did the man take the lion at last?  

7. Who was the great hero?  



8. What did the man claim after showing the lion the statue?  

9. What is the moral of the story? 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Read the text aloud.  

1. Yes.  

2. His strength.  

3. His intelligent.  

4. Because the men can hunt and capture the lions.  

5. To a statue in a big garden.  

6. Hercules.  

7. That statue proves that men are greater than the lions.  

8. From this story, we learn that the story depends on storyteller. Whenever anyone tells  

story, he tells it from his point of view. 

 

 

5. Practice:- 

1) Write the above questions with detailed answers in your notebook.  

2) Try to describe the story in your own words. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

1. Understand the first person pronoun, second person pronoun and third person pronoun. 

2. Write the detailed answers or descriptions in third person pronouns. 

 

Activity No. 15          Day: - 15 

1. Title: - 

Types of sentences 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): -  



6.17.36: - Identify basic types of sentences (statements, exclamations, questions and 
commands/orders) 

6.17.53Use appropriate grammatically forms in communication (for example – noun, 
pronoun, verb, determiners, time and tense) 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

1. Makes two group X and Y.  
2. Selects 4 Students from each group. 
3. Distribute strips of types of statements with only naming to X Group. 
4. Distribute types of sentences which having sentences and signs to 'Y' group. 
5. 'Y’ group stands in the form of circle. for example, circle ‘x’ group ‘y’ group.  
6. Rings a poem on mobile. students of both circles start to run when music of poem 

stop, students also stop. 
7. Then they check as their partner having same strips with types of sentence and strips 

with having sentences of type with symbol.  
8. That pair is winner pair. They read sentences & sign.  
9. In the same way play the game.  
10. Both were having strips like student of ' X ' group - (statement). Students of ' Y 

'groups (I like my ….) 

                     X group                                                                         Y group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - For example- 

Statements- This is a friendly dog. 

Statements 

This is a friendly dog. 
Question 

Come here. 

Commands and orders 

How nice! 

Exclamations 
What’s the time? Are you ready? 

 playing. 



Question    - What’s the time? Are you ready? 

   Commands and orders – Come here. 

Exclamations – How nice! 

5. Practice: - 

In a group of students play this activity.  

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Name the types of the following sentences: 

1) Are you ready to help?                            …………………………………… 

2) How foolish we are!                                …………………………………… 

3) I am here on my school project.              …………………………………… 

4) What are you doing?                               …………………………………… 

5) Open the door.                                        …………………………………… 

 

 

Activity No. 16          Day:-16 

1. Title:- 
Time 

 
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.01 Understands and enjoys simple songs, poems, stories etc. skits, play 

07.17.01 Listens attentively in the classroom. Responds to different kinds of instructions, 
requests 

06.17.05 Recites and shares familiar songs, poems effectively. 

07.17.10 Participates in different activities in English such as role play, poetry recitation, skit, 
drama, speech, quiz etc. organized by school and other such organisations. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

Teacher recites the song with action. [Std 6 Poem 3.1] [video link of the song from Diksha 
app]  



https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312526596736811008241016?referrer=utm_source
%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_313272684801957888157
69 
Student listens to the song and recite with action after teacher. 
Students will sing in pairs. 
One child/teacher/ parent will say the first question line and the another child will say 
thesecond answer line. 
Students will continue till the end of the poem. 
Students will present the poem in pairs. 
Student will play the games of idiomatic phrases and match the pictures to tell the time. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Join the words from group A and B to make idiomatic pairs. 
First child will say a word from group A another child will say its pairing word from group 
B. 

Group A Group B 

Sun                 work                              
hear 

Shower                 play                           
speak 

Sun and shower. Work and play. Hear and speak. 

5. Practice: 

Join the words in ‘A’&‘B’ using and/or to make more idiomatic pairs. 

A B 

day                    left               more  

now                   life               sooner 

here                   north            trial 

read                  east               yes 

bread                 back             on 

up                      give             in 

high                   make           black 

night                  right               less 

then                    death              later 

there                   south              error 

write                   west               no 

butter                  forth              off 

down                  take               out 

low                     break             white 

 
 



6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: 

 
Which picture will match the following time? 

A minute- 60 seconds 
An hour – 60 minutes 
A day- 24 hours 
A week – 7 days 
A month – 4 weeks 
A year – 12 months 
An age – 100 years 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Activity No. 17          Day: - 17 

1. Title: -  

Story telling (The Nightingale and the Nobleman)  

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): -  

06.17.26 - Presents the main points or outline of passage, story etc. 

07.17.10 Participates in different activities in English such as role play, poetry recitation, skit, 
drama, speech, quiz etc. organized by school and other such organisations. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

● At first teacher will ask the questions to the students. 

● Do you like stories? 

● Who tells us a story? 

● How many stories you have listened? 

● Students will tell the answers. 



● Teacher will narrate the story with proper pronunciation, expression (std.6- 4.1) 

The Nightingale and the Nobleman 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312526596736811008241016?referrer=utm_
source%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_3126046221
60715776112868 

           Students will listen to the story carefully. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

● Teacher will tell the students two sentences about nightingale: - 

● Nightingale is a cute bird. 

● It has different colours. 

● Nightingale sings mainly during the night but can also be heard in the daytime. 

            Student will tell two sentences about nightingale. 

5. Practice: - 

● Alon with your friend listen carefully to the stories related birds and animals on the 
YouTube channel. 

● Asks some questions based on the story to each other. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Read the story or listen the story (on YouTube) The Worth of a Fabric from your book and 
try to tell it to your friend or relatives in short. 

 

Activity No. 18        Day:- 18 

1. Title:- 

2.5-42-The Man who thinks he can 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.12 Reads aloud using proper pause, pace and volume.  

06.17.13 Reads aloud poems and songs for enjoyment.  

06.17.25 Refers to dictionary and printed and electronic reference materials to check 
meaning, spelling and usage etc. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 



Read the poem and underline the contracted forms of the words. Read the given chart and 
find out the difference.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example: -  don’t 

5. Practice:- 

Read the poem and underline the contracted forms of the words. Read the given chart and 
find out the difference. Read the chart and frame the meaningful sentences. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: 

Copy this poem on a cardboard and paste it in front of your study table and read it time to 
time. 

 



Activity No. 19          Day:- 19 

1. Title:- 

I like my writing. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

6.17.18 Writes neatly and legibly. 

7.17.39Writes as directed – one-word answers, choosing only one correct option, writing in 
complete sentences, writing no fewer/more lines than expected. 

 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

Activity – 1 Complete the words by using correct letters from the lesson.  

1) ------nce. 2) H---ppy 3) B---rd. 4) L---sten. 5) M---lk 

Activity – 2  Make a list of any 5 words beginning with ‘h’ from the lesson.  

Activity – 3  Copy the following sentences in your good handwriting.  

1) “This is just a silly piece of advice!” He exclaimed.  

2) “Don’t be so upset, My Lord”, said the nightingale.  

3) Now you won’t get any of them!”  

Activity – 4  Complete the following sentences  

1) The nightingale-------------  

2) I will tell you------------  

3) The nobleman was ---------------  

4) Now the nobleman was really very---------------  

5) I am already----------------  

Activity – 5  Arrange the following words in alphabetical order.  

1) Cage, secret, bird, happy, trust.  

2) First, why, good, rich, advice.  

3) Such, and, very, get, will.  

Activity – 6  Classify the words in their respective columns. One and Many 



Bird, mistake, bit, word, nobleman, birds, bits, noblemen, mistakes, words, piece, diamond, 
man, pieces, men, diamonds. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Activity – 1 Once  

Activity – 2 Happy  

Activity – 3 Copy the same sentence in your good handwriting.  

Activity – 4 The nightingale began to plead.  

Activity – 5 Bird, cage, happy, secret, trust.  

Activity – 6 one Many bird Birds  

 

 

5. Practice:- 

Activity – 1  Write the given words meaning in Marathi.  

Activity – 2  Read the words twice.  

Activity – 3  Copy the same sentences in your notebook.  

Activity – 4  Read the sentence from the lesson.  

Activity -5 Find your own words and classify.  

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

1) Th----nk 

2) L----ttle 

3) Engl--- sh 

4) Stu---y  

Activity – 2  Make a list of 5 words beginning with ‘c’.  

Activity – 3  Copy the following sentences in your good handwriting.  

1)Why are you going?  

2) How sad!  

3) Don’t go.  



Activity – 4 complete the following sentence.  

(Mumbai, happy, who, India.  

1) I live in-----------.  

2) She is very ------------.  

3)----------- are you?  

4)----------- is my country.  

Activity – 5 Arrange the following words in alphabetical order,  

1) Soft, easy, hard, rough.  

Activity – 6  Cat, kitten, mice, mouse, animals, animal, pig, pigs. 

 

 

Activity No. 20                                                                                     Day: - 20 

1. Title: - 

Tenses - The past, the present and the future 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): -  

6.17.34- Uses simple tense forms. 

7.17.70 –Identifies and uses verbs (main/auxiliary transitive/intransitive singular and plural 
forms). 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: - 

I am 
your pictures. 

 We is 

He are 
our teacher. 

 She will 



It was 

her classmates. 

They were 

See the above three columns and make meaningful sentences. 

(Action in the past, the situation in present and future actions/ plans) 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

For e.g. 

           1) I am her classmate. 

           2) I was her classmate.      Etc… 

5. Practice: - 

Write down 10 simple sentences related to school. 

 

 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Write down the given sentences in proper column 

1) I will never use the magic herb again. 

2) I am a wild boar. 

3) Last week my teacher asked us to do a project. 

Present tense Past tense Future tense 

   

 

 

 

 

 



Activity 21          Day:-21 

1. Title:- 

The Nightingale and The Nobleman 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.01 Understands and enjoys simple songs, poems, stories etc.  

skits, plays 

07.17.04 Finds specific details/facts/information in the form of a speech, dialogue or story. 

07.17.05 Recalls specific facts/details/main pointsafterlistening to a programme. 

06.17.10 Narrates a known story. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

At first teacher will ask the questions to the students. 

● Do you like stories? 

● Who tells you a story? 

● How many stories you have heard? 

● Students will tell the answers. 

● Teacher will narrate the story with proper pronunciation, expression  

{std.6 4.1 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312526596736811008241016?referrer=utm_source
%3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%3Dshare_content&contentId=do_312604622160715776112
868 } 

● Students will listen to the story carefully. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

Teacher will tell the students any two sentences about nightingale: - 

● Nightingale is a cute bird. 

● It has different colours. 

● Nightingale sings mainly during the night but can also be heard in the daytime. 

● Student will tell two sentences about nightingale. 



5. Practice:- 

Listen carefully to the stories related birds and animals on the YouTube channel. 

● Listen carefully to different types of audio books. 

● Listen carefully to the other stories on internet. e.g., Aesop fables, Jataktales.etc. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

● Watch online Aesop fables and Panchatantra stories and narrates them. 

 

Activity 22          Day:-22 

1. Title: -  

Polite Expression 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): -  

06.17.08 – Ask polite questions to seek information. 

7.17.13 Respond to questions and instructions appropriately and politely. 

7.17.42 Asks and responds to questions based on text (from books or other resources) and out 
of curiosity.  

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

Work in pair. 

1.Read the situation in the boxes and talk on it. 

2.Choose the following sentences in your conversation. 

Useful Language 

*Good morning/afternoon/evening. 

*Excuse me. 

*Can I help you? 

*Could you help me please? 

*Of course. 

*I’m not sure what I need to do. 

A) You are in a shopping mall, you want to buy a dress for yourself, you ask salesperson for 
help. 



B) Situation you left your mobile phone at home you want to call your mother. 

C) You are in school library. You are searching for story book. Your friend asks you if you 
need any help. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

A) You are in a shopping mall, you want to buy a dress for yourself, you ask salesperson for 
help 

Sale person- What can I do for you? 

You- Can you show me a decent kurta? 

Sales person- Yes. Here you can choose any one. 

      You- Will you please show some verities? 

5. Practice: - 

Complete the sentences. 

1.Do you have a……. 

2.Can I …………… 

3.Do you have………. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Prepare aboard game. 

Give situation e.g. You are a tourist ask somebody to take your photo. 

 

 

 

 

 



Activity 23          Day:- 23 

1. Title:- 

3.3-63- Eco-friendly Celebrations 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17 .17 Reads in order to obtain information. 
06.17.25 Refers to dictionary and printed and electronic reference materials to check 
meaning, spelling and usage etc. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

Solve the following crossword with hints given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example: - 

E.g. Ans –DOWN 10- GRIND 

5. Practice:- 

1.Rewrite all the words and write their meanings in front of them given in the crossword. 
2.Find out similar meaning from a good dictionary.  
6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: 

 

[Harmful, Environment,Pollute,Damage,Resource,Toxic,Chemical,Beetroot, 
Soak,Petals, Wet, Crush, Grind.] 

 

Activity 24          Day:- 24 

1. Title:- 

I can write a letter perfectly. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.21 Writes simple informal messages and letters. 

07.17.36 Writes neatly and legibly (portion of letters spaces between words, appropriate 
strokes above and below the base line etc). Uses proper punctuation marks. 

07.17.41 Writes/ prepares greetings cards on various occasions. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

1. Find and copy the non-English words in the letter.  

2. Make a list of your favourite foods for dishes. Note how many words are English.  

3. List the interesting things that Raman did at Sagroli.  

4. Find and write the parts of the letter.  

5. Find out and write what is written at the beginning, middle and at the end of the letter.  



4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example  

1. Aamras, Kandabhaji 

2. Shrikhandawadi, Vadapav 

3. Read volumes of Kishor and Champak  

5. Practice:- 

complete the following letter with the help of the words given in the brackets.  

(invite, best wishes, a party, games, birthday, songs, friends, a lot of fun)  

Raj bhavan 

Shivaji road, 

Dhule 

10 June,2021 

Dear Shyam,  

My ………is on next Monday. I have arranged …… I am going to………. All  

our………You must come. We shall sing ……and play …………We shall have ...........  

Convey my ………………… to your parents and other family members.  

 Your loving friend,  

 X.Y.Z. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Write a letter to your friend telling him about your village using given words  

( Rampur, home town ,farms, rivers, enjoy ,mangoes and sugarcane, ride on a bullock  

cart, loving grandparents, lot of fun, wonderful time,)  

 

Activity 25          Day: - 25 

1. Title: -Word Formation process 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): -  



6.17.35 Understand simple word formation processes.= 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

                                        WORDS BANK  

gracious nasty hop reflection unpleasantly 

fields beyond perhaps objection probably 

rocks completely worsted neatly ready 

steady Tail well pale bound 

round bold cold stop softly 

 

A). Read the above words aloud. 

B). Find out the words having ‘tion’ in the end through this ‘Words Bank’. 

 C) Make simple words using tion/sion in end.                                                                            

1.reflect    - reflection 

2.grade     -        …………………………………………. 

3.tense      - …………………………………………. 

4.protect   - …………………………………………. 

5. inject      -        ………………………………………….  

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

For example –  

             Answer A) objection 

                           B) grade- gradation 

5. Practice: - 

G) Make new words. 

For e.g.              i) complete: completely     

                           ii)   neat: ------- 

                          iii) gentle: ---- 

                          iv) nice: ----- 



6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

          Find out any 10 new words ending with ‘tion’/’sion’ from your book. 

 

 

Activity 26          Day:-26 

1. Title:- 

Fantastic Shop 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.02 Listens attentively to English programmes like news 

07.17.05 Recalls specific facts/details/main points after listening to a programme. 

 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

ONLINE SHOPPING SHOP 

Conversation…items, cost quality colours, delivery 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 



Customer: I want to buy story books, toy,game 
Salesperson : Name of the items 
Customer : ..we have various options.. 
Salesperson: send me email… 

5. Practice:- 

https://youtu.be/2GKhaWz3oIQ 
Conversational video for online shopping 
Shopping Conversation points with Questions for conversation 
● Do you like shopping? For what kind of things? 
● Do you shop online? ... 
● Think about the most expensive thing you have ever bought. ... 
● Who does the grocery shopping in your family? ... 
ROLE PLAY ACTIVITY.. 
Shopping of vegetables, grocery, chocolates, craft materials etc. 

 

 

 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

Arrange shopping mall in the classroom. 
Various shops created by students  
e.g. bakery shop,, toy shop, book shop, cosmetics shop…, 
 

 
 

Activity 27                                                                                              Day: - 27 

1. Title: -  

HOT SEAT (Describing words) 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): - 

6.17.03 - Understands English spoken in the surrounding.  
6.17.06/ 7.17.10- participates in activities.  
7.17.20 – Creates a sentence in group activity. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

Hot Seat  



How to play: 
 Split the class into 2 teams, or more if you have a large class. 
 Elect one person from each team to sit in the Hot Seat, facing the students with 

the board behind them.  (As shown in the picture) 
 Draw the picture on the board.  
 Team members will describe the picture. 
 Hot seat student will guess the picture which is describing. 
 He has limited time and only three chances. 
 f he can’t do, there will be sweet punishment for him /her. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

key sentences 

● It is a living thing. 
● It's giving shelter. 
● It's produced oxygen 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

 Students identify the words through key sentences like….. 

● It is a living thing. 
● It's giving shelter. 

                         It's produced oxygen 

Answer - Tree 

5. Practice: - 

Describe given words in your own way. 

1. Bird  

2. Umbrella  

3. School 

                        4. River etc. 



6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Select first alphabet from your name and make describing word using that alphabet. 

Sumit: smart 

           Tanvi: Talented 

 

Activity 28           Day: - 28 

1. Title:- 4.2-83-Molai’s Kathoni  

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

06.17.12 Reads aloud using proper pause, pace and volume. 

06.17 .16 Reads to seek information from notice board, charts, tables and other graphic 
presentation. 

06.17 .17 Reads in order to obtain information. 

06.17.25 Refers to dictionary and printed and electronic reference materials to check 
meaning, spelling and usage etc. 

07.17 .28  Reads to seek information in print,  notice board, sign boards, in public places 
newspaper, hoardings. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example: -  I saw a terrible sight. He saw a terrible sight. Jadhav saw a terrible 
sight. .........................................  

5. Practice:- 

 Read aloud the meaningful sentences that you have framed. You may change the 

words from both the column, add other examples from the text or on your own and frame 

more meaningful sentences. 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: 

1. Read the lesson again and underline the verbs.  

2. Watch the lesson on you tube. Search 'Molai'sKathoni' - A story of Jadav Payeng. Listen it 

again, read and repeat. 3. Prepare a poster on 'Plant at least two trees each! 

 

Activity 29          Day:- 29 

1. Title:- 

Writing task. 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):- 

6.17.18 Write neatly and legibly. 

  7.17.39Writes as directed – one-word answers, choosing only one correct option, writing in 
complete sentences, writing no fewer/more lines than expected. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience:- 

Activity -1 

 Punctuate the following sentences. 

1) See this statue proves that men that men are greater claimed the man 
2) Not at all the lion replied quickly. 
3) Long ago men and animal could talk to each other  

Activity -2 

Write these words in two lines notebook. 

1) can                          6) show 
2) take                        7) will  
3) claim                        8) begin 
4) reply                         9) get 



5) make                       10) was 
Activity – 3 

Make four words (of minimum 3 letters) using the letters in the given words. 

1)Someone –  

2)Storyteller- 

                   3)Intelligence- 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:- 

For example -  

A) 1) Long ago, men and animals could talk to each other. 
B) 1) Copy the words in two lines notebook. 
C) 1) someone – some, one 

5. Practice:- 

1) Write the above words in your notebook and memorize it. 
2) Practice to write this sentence in your notebook. 

   Sentence – A quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.B) A friend in need is a friend    
indeed.  

 

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:- 

1) Punctuate following sentences. 
1) What is this  
2) I don’t know  
3) Don’t worry  
4) How sad 

2) Write these words in two line notebook. 
1) Sing              4) go 
2) Run               5) put 
3) Write 

3) Find the small word hidden in the big word. 
1)    Information 
2)   Examination 
3)   Transport 

        4)  Motherland 

 

 

Activity 30          Day: - 30 

1. Title: - 



Translate simple and short texts. (Toss the ball-Activity) 

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s): - 

6.17.29: - Translate simple and short texts. 

7.17.65: - Translate literary and non- literary pieces from mother tongue into English and 
English into mother tongue. 

3. Learning Activity/Experience: -  

                Activity -- *Toss the ball* 

Here should be - colour strips of following sentences.) 

1) Please set me free. 

2) Use my bits of advice and be happy. 

3) Don't be so upset. 

4) Too bad you let me go. 

5) How stupid of me! 

6) This is just a silly piece of advice!  

As a teaching aid teachers/ parents/ facilitators will make 6 strips of above sentences. And a 
ball. 

*About game * 

Form circle. Student having a ball in hand will read any sentence from the strips and toss the 
ball to anyone in the circle. The student who gets the ball will translate the sentence and toss 
the ball to some other student in the circle and thus the game Will go on. If anyone is unable 
to translate the sentence will say* * pass* and will pass the ball to the next student. He/ she 
will translate that sentence. 

4. Solved Activity/ Demo: - 

For example -   
1) Megha:  Don't be so upset. 
Sujal: एवढे नाराज होऊ नको. 
2) Sujal: Too bad you let me go. 
Raghav: खूप वाईट झाले त ूमला जाऊ िदलसे. 
3) Keshav: How stupid of me! 
    Prajwal: *pass* 

5. Practice: - 

Translate the following English proverbs in your Mother Tongue. 



Take help of internet or Google if necessary. 
A) Tit for tat.  
B) A friend in need is a friend indeed. 
C) Might is right.  
D) Every light has its shadow.  
E) Empty vessels make more noise. 
F) Wall has ears. 
G) Pride has fall. 
 
6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement: - 

Translate the following in English. 
 

a) त ूते का करत आहेस? 
b) पु हा भेटू. 
c) झाडे आपणास सावली देतात. 
d) मी सुईत धागा ओवू शकतो/शकते.  
e) जादूई कढई. 

 
 
 

 

 

 


